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BOR inaugurates ·UCF's fourth presiden~ 
About 1,000 members of UCF a17d the community attended the Campus Showcase T/;Jursda}'o 
------· 
by Roslbel Monserrate 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Students, faculty, staff, administrat.ors, 
alumni and members of the community 
~th~edonthewoonfurthemaugural 
Campus Showcase Thursday. 
Food, music and displays highlighted 
the occasion. Student clubs and organiza-
tions and college departments displayed 
their accomplishments t.o the university 
and the community. 
About 1,000 people attended the Cam-
pus Showcase. The president canceled 
classes Thursday for. the occasion. 
~Vester Tubbs, vice-president of Stu-· 
dent Affairs, said he believes UCF should 
·have some kind of tradition to bnng the 
university together to share areomplish.: 
ments on an annual basis. 
'We need t.oestablish somethingt.o bring 
people t.ogether to create a family," Tubbs · 
said. 
"Campus Showcase proved this univer-
sity hasa lot to offer students and members 
of the ~mrnunity," said Chris Marlin, Stu-
dent Government director· of public rela-
tions and member of the Showcase Com- . 
DR. 
UCF President John Hitt shakes hands with history professor Tr~vor Colbourn, a former presi .. 
dent of UCF, an_d Robert Bryan, former interim president, at the inauguration. <DeHoogtFUTURE> 
missioners Linda Chapin greeted Presi- · Marchl,1992.Priortooom.ingtoUCF,Hitt dentoftheuniversity. 
served as interim president at the Univer- 'There has never been a great city with-
sity of Maine. · out a weat university and UCF will be 
. Hitt said he is honored to be the presi- HITT continued page 5 
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. plan for apartments 
·by Sandy Irwin 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Plans to start the construc-
tion of 15 student apartments, 
scheduled for December, will 
add more than 700 spaces for 
on-campus living at the Uni-
versity of Central Florida. 
UCFhousingcurrentlypro-
vides space for 915 students. 
"When we pack the place 
we can accommodate 932 
people, but that's not advan-
tageous," said Christi 
Hartzler, associate director of 
housing. 
Hartzler said the univer-
sity turns away hundreds of 
students annually. 
Many students do not even 
apply, since the administra-
tion tells them at orientation 
that housing is primarily for 
freshmen.. 
"We get lots of calls from 
parents who tell us that if their 
son or daughter cannot live on 
campus, they are not going to 
·ucF/' Hartzler said. 
Last year, Hartzler said 
housing provided 2,000 onm 
campus living packets. 
· "We mail packets-away and 
people are in here every day. 
That9s a pretty good indicator 
of the need," he said. 
Housing chose the area behind Greek Row as the site for the proposed new 
apartments WhiCh Will 8CCOmodate 700. (illustration.courtesy of HOUSING) 
"About 400 people who have 
actuaily applied and paid their 
$150depositgettumedaway," 
he said. 
Head Resident Assistant 
?delissaMeyeragreedstudents 
need more on-campus hous-
ing. "By building a bigger com-
wunity of on-campus housing, 
APARTMENTS oontirued page 5 
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'' 
I love my new home in Thatc:heYs Landing. For less than my 
parents and 1 wen paying for my noisy, aamped apartment, 
rve got a spacious plam and mom and dad have a mol 
mcadotl home. Plus, ·with all this peace and quiel, I 
am really CDnCDJtmte on my 
studie. Sm 
For more infonnation caD 
382-0400 
or come by for a personal tour and 
don't for:get to bring mom and dad! 
Thatchers Landing is a When it's time for fun and .relaxation 
quiet neighborhood oflow - you can enjoy the pool at Thatchers Landing or 
maintenance 2 and 3 bedroom homes conveniently the 27-acre recreation facility of Waterlord Lakes 
located to UCF. which includes tennis and basketball courts, an. 
Some of the homes' many features include secirr- Olympic sized pool, ball fields, jogging paths . 
ity system pre-wire, refrigerator with icemaker, and lakes. 
vertical blinds, vaulted·ceilings and oversized patios. 
,*Sales prtce $66,490. IXlwn payment $19,990. Mortgage amount $46,500. Based on a 30year Fixed Rate Mortgage at 81/4% over life of loan. Years-1-30 P&I $349.22. 
Property taxes, insurance & HOA dues est at $190.00. Monthly payments- $539.22. ' 
Conveniently 
located to UG 
on the corner 
of Alafaya and 
Lake Underhill. 
Follow the signs to 
Thatcher's Landing. 
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Currv Ford 
Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller. 
The holiday gift you_ can really use. 
Colonial Dr. ~ 
-0 ........ 
. - : -11.lUl"elf 
~ 
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< 
Lake,, Jlnderhill Rd . 
0 
•• t . ~~ ~ Thatchets Landin 
ll< ... 
m Waterford ~es 
. ·Tell your folks a ilew Macintosh will help 
you succeed today as well as tomorrow. 
It shows you're thinking ahead. 
An Apple'" Macintosh® computer is the one holiday gift that will help 
you work better and faster from one new year to the next. Because 
Macintosh is so easy to use. 'And thousands of software applications are 
available to help you with any course you'll ever take. There's even 
software that allo~s you to exchange information with computers running 
MS-DOS or Windows. In fact, Macintosh is the most compatible computer 
you can buy. And the advantages of Macintosh don't end when school 
does - the majority of Fortune 1000 companies now use Macintosh 
computers~ So ask your App1e Campus Reseller to help you choose which 
Macintosh to put at the top of your holiday gift list. -~· -x: 
Macintosh. It's more than a present, it's a future. ~&'atwr.rv:fff£%.tffe.ifilf,%¥fWtfjf$" 
For further infonnation visit 
UCF Computer Store 
next to the Biology Building 
Open 8:30 am -4:30 pm Mon -Thurs and Fri 8:30 am -4:00 pm 
or call the Macintosh Sales Office at 823-5434 
© 1992 Apple Computer, Inc Apple, the Apple logo and \faainosr arc reg1S£ercd trademarks of Apple Computer, lnr \IS-DOS i~ a 
regbtered 1rademark, and Windows a trademark. of Microsoft Corporation. *Based on a survey conducted by ~ompucer Imcll1gence, 1991 
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by Katie Jones 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Community college transfer 
students with associate of arts 
degrees should find transition to 
private colleges easier thanks to 
an agreement signed Nov. 13. 
The agreement, signed by 
Florida's· Board of Independent 
Colleges and Universities, states 
private schools will accept 
associate's degrees at face value. 
In previous years, transfer stu-
dents often had their degrees re-
viewed and were forced to re-take 
· many required cl~. 
T. K Wetherell, the president 
of ICOV, thegoverningbodyof22 
privat.e schools, saidthenewagree-
ment should t.ake pressure off the 
university system. "Private insti-
tutionswilladmitstudentsdirectly 
into the program, instead of just to 
UCFsmokes 
out cigarettes 
for two days 
Jiii Quinzi 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Students, faculty and staff promoted 
a smoke-free environment at the Great 
American Smokeout during the Cam-
pus Showcase Nov. 18 and 19. 
the college," Wetherell said. 
Wetherell said private wriver-
sities shouldacceptcreditsforgen-
eral education courses, assuming 
all courses from community col-
leges are the same. 
'The problem is with religious 
coursesandanycoursesrequired 
for graduation.," Wetherell said 
Sister Jeanne O'Laughlin, 
president of Barry University, 
agreedtransferstuQentsmayneed 
November 24, 1992 • The Central Florida Future 3 
to take some lower level classes .. 
"Religion and philosophy 
courses are stillYeql,liredforgradu-
ation," she explained. .O'Laughlin . 
said the agreement gives Barry 
University"achancetobetterserve 
the community." 
She explained all of the science 
classes at Stet.son require a lab. 
Transfer students who completed 
a science class without a lab at a 
previousinstitution wouldhaveto 
re-take the cl~. 
The agreement does not affect 
students transferring into UCF, 
however. UCF Registrar John 
Bush said UCF has always ac-
cepted associate's degrees at face 
value. "Associates of Arts trans-
fersaretreatedasnative students." 
Bush said, 6The agreement 
won't hurt UCF and the state 
university system because UCF 
has such low tuition." 
-t "GAS is a time when nation-wide 
support is extended to give smokers 
the opportunity to try quitting for just 
24 hours," said Project Coordinator 
Kara Kinzler said. 
UCFs Wellness Center promotes the 
American Cancer Society's G~S every 
year. 
Kinzler said it usually holds the 
event for one day, but the GAS was 
held for two this year so students; fac-
ulty and staff co_uld get their free Adopt-
A-Smoker kits early. 
In addition to the kits, the center 
~ offered free material from the Ame-ri-
can Cancer Society. Patti Stuart, R.N., 
who heads the stop smoking clinic at 
the health center, answered questions 
and gave out free material. The Parke-
Davis Company handed out informa-
tion on other quitting aids. 
Members of the university an~ the 
community gathered at the Campus 
Showcase. Kinzler found _ the event 
more successful this year. 
For the showcase, the Wellness Cen-
ter displayed big blue ribbons on all the 
smoke-free buildings around c~mpus. 
"All UCF students, faculty and staff 
have· a right to fresh air," K.inzler said. 
"The ribbons were used to commemo-
rate all the building managers who 
promote a smoke-free atmosphere." 
The center will offer classes on how 
to quit smo~ing in January. 
Holiday 
UCF will be closed 
Thursday and Friday in 
observance of Thanksgiving. 
The next issue of the Future will 
appear on newsstands 
Dec. 1. 
Chairperson Sandrina _Alexander, AASU advisor Nina Frazer, President R. Qerrick Thomas,Kathy 
Gary of the Office of Minority Student Sevices, and. a local vendor observe Kwanzaa. <DeHoog1FuruRE) 
AASU celebrates Pre-Kwanzaa festival 
by Jill Krueger 
NEWS EDITOR 
Dec. 26 through Jan. 1. Black candles rep- explained African-Americans hold high 
resentthepeopleoftheAfricancultu.re.Red values as a people but have become too 
eandles symbolize their struggle and the splintered. She said writy is the key· to 
Members of the African-American Stu- blood-shedtheyenduredandgreencandles · recogrtjzing qualities such as self-detenni-
dent Union did not let the rain dampen ·represent their continuing growth. · nation .and others. 
their spirits as they celebrated the Pre- A volunteer tirst lit the black candle, The other five principles addressed-
Kwanzaa festival Friday. which symbolized the Principle of Umoja, were: the need for collective work and re-
AASU President R Der- ~e African word for ~ty. sponsibility, to build and keep the commu-
rickThomasweloomedUCF Theprinciplestressestheneed nity together and solve the problems of andthe-co~unitytoacuI- . "We will strive toworkand"lieepunityinthe , familyandfriendsrogetherasaunit,coop-
tural oolebration of African to bring new family, .comrnwrity, race and erative economics, to keep money within 
ceremony, story-telling, nation. the eommwrity to build businesses, pur-
dance, music, art, fashion values .. . to "Whenwelookatourrich pose,tocontinuecommunitydevelopment, 
and food. OU r people. ·cu1ture, we are the kings and creativity, to enhance and enrich the cul-
Thomas said, "\Ve look at .. Nina Frazer queens," Frazier said tu.re, and faith,· to _believe in society and to 
the Pre-Kwanzaa F~stiva1 AASU ADVISOR Secondly, Frazier spoke celebrate the rights of African.Americans · 
as an opportunity to expose of self-determination, thePrin- to receive a good education, housing and 
and educate the mtlversity ciple of Kujichaguilia The living. 
about an African-American holiday and principle addresses the need for African Members repeated the pledge for Afri-
invite them to learn more." people to d~scribe, name and speak for can people: "We will rememberthehuman-
AASU advisor Nina Frazier drew the . themselvesinsteadoflettingothersspeak ity,gloryandsufferingofouranoostorsand 
day'sfestive eventstoacloseassheledthe for them. honor the struggle of our elders. We 'YiJl 
group in a Kwanzaa ceremony. She ex- Frazier also talked about the myths and strive to bring new values and new life to 
plained the history of the Kwanzaa holiday lies generated by others. She referred to one our people." 
as volunteers lit various colored candles such myth when she said others say, ~e Valada Flewellyn, an African-Ameri-
symboliZing the seven days of the festival, need to teach our people some values." She KWANZAA continued page 4 
Organimtions reach -
out into community 
Board, Alpha Kappa Psi, Rotaract and the African Ameri-
can Student Union participated in the program coordi-
nated by Volunteer UCF. . 
Under the program, a· coalition of at least four student 
olganizations, one administrator, one faculty member, one 
staff member and two commwrity groups join together to 
serve the community. 
ment, Students ate lunch wi~ the residents, danced and 
listened to them. 
"It was a great opportunity to sit down and see reality 
forwhatitreallyisandtobeabletogivetothepeople,"said 
RaymondThorpe,amemberoftheAlphaOmegaAssocia-
tion. Roslbel Monserrate 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF students went Into the Streets Saturday. 
They kicked-off of UCFs Into the Streets program, a 
year long commitment by students to perform community 
service. 
• Sixty voltmteers performed over 200 hours of commu-
nity service.Alpha Omega~tion,CampusActivities 
Members of the 1992 COOL National Conference in 
Orlando defined a coalition as an organization comprised· 
of organizations and individuals working together for a 
common goal. The Campus Outreach Opportunity League 
sponsors Into the Streets. 
The Alpha Omega Association co-sponsored Palm Gar-
den nursing home as part of its Into the Streets commit-
~part of community service, CAB, Alpha Kappa Psi, 
Rotaract and the AASU joined the Boy Scouts of America 
at the Olive Garden to sort food for the Second Harvest 
Food Bank of Central Florida This area's needy will 
receive the food for the holidays. 
wrhemain reasonfm doingit[participating]isbecause 
there are needy in our area and to set an example," said 
Andrea Rosselli, a member of Rotaract and CAB. 
4 The Central Florida Future • November 24, 1992 
Rain fizzles protest a~ 
Board of RegentS meeting 
by Jiii Krueger 
NEWS EDITOR 
About seven students braved early 
morning showers Friday to protest the 
proposed restricting of bicycles, skate 
-boards and roller blades within a por-
tion of the UCF campus. · 
"The weather could have been bet-
ter," said Frank Allman, protest orga-
nizer and UCF senior. 
Allman, who is also the opinion edi-
tor ofThe Central Florida Future, said 
/ the fact that UCF President John Hitt 
has publicly expressed havingre~erva­
tions about the restrictions may also 
have contributed to the low turnout. 
"Now that he [Hitt] has said that, 
people probably think this is a dead 
issue," Allman said. He added, "I hope 
they're right." 
The protesf started out ·from the 
Administration Building and proceeded 
through the inner core of the campus, 
ending at the UCF Arena. 
The inner core is the area that would 
be affected should the bike restriction 
be enacted. 
TiWo UCF Police Department bicycle 
officers escorted the protesters, most 
of whom were on bicycles, along their 
route. 
Officer Kevin Schwebs said the of-
ficers did not take part in the protest. 
"We're just here to make sure it goes all 
right," he said. 
The students wanted to address the 
State Board of Regents, which met at 
the Arena Friday, about the proposed 
ban. However, they were not allowed 
to do so. 
"They [the BOR] said the agenda 
doesn't allow comments from the pub-
lic ~n short notice," Allman said. "I only 
wanted five minutes." Sp e-a king 
about the low turnout for the protest, 
Allman said, "The weather probably 
kept a lot of people away." 
Despite the lack of participation, 
protesters felt their efforts made an 
impact on the administration. 
"They [administrators] have got to 
realize students must be involved in 
decisions like this," Allman said. 
Obituary 
FSmily, friends and classmates gathered in remembrance of Shawn Ellen McGarry, 9528 L21~ Douglas 
Ptace, Orlando, Saturday.at the St. Peter and Paul Catl"Kllic Church in Winter Park. · 
McGarry, a21-year-old juniorofthe University of Central Roridawhowas majoring in educaticn, conmitted 
suicide Wednesday in her home. McGarry balanced her time at UCF between classes and two jobs. She 
waked at T errOI'. on Church Street in Orlando and at PAS, an answering compariy. McGarry also interned at 
Colooial High School. . 
Her interests ranged 'from teaching high school to playing musical instruments and acting various roles. 
McGarry developed her musical talents in high school. She played in the school band at Winter Park High 
School. Bern in Endicott, N.Y., McGarrymoved'to Central Florida in 1980. . 
Her survivors include: father, Jdln McGarry, Apalachin, N.Y.; hef mother and step-father, Barbara and 
James Dodge, Orlando; brother, Michael, Endicott; sisters Mrs. Gwen Bailey, Rolla. Mo., and Mrs. Pamela 
Ketelboeter, Valdosta, Ga 
7545 Savana Grande 
, Winter Park 32792 TheB FONTANA (407) 678-5611 
_ 10% OFF 
We~ re Celebrating UCF Knights 
Econo ' / 
Lodge. University 
UCF Gradriation Rate _ 
News Bits 
KWANZAA 
FROM PAGE3 
can p~et and folk teller, read from some 
of her works displayed in an anthology, 
"Poetically 'Just Us." She read from the 
"Story Teller", "Kin Folk" and 'TheJeal-. 
ous Farmer." 
In addition to the Kwanzaa ceremony 
and storytelling, local artist T. Brown p~ 
vided music and displayed his art during 
the celebration. His artwork depicted vari-
ousAfrican-Americansdwingdifferenttime 
periods, rangingfrom a recent painting of a 
business w-0man to abstract art. 
Dancers from the Orlando School of 
Cultural Dance, ranginginagefroiµ 7to 17, 
performed wrious cultural dances during 
the festival They performed "Omo Africa," 
"Lamban," "Gumboot," "Welcome Dance" 
and "Mindiani "Thedancers wore a variety 
of costumes from loose colored silk with 
mat.ching head wraps t.o boots and ~Ile . 
7hE. 
struction hat.s. 
The dance group includes: Lorina 
Coleman, Brittani Toney, Patricia 
McKelvin,SluintellCaven,Shanna Waldon, 
Cancie Waldon, Makeysia Brewton and 
Niya Man;Wle. · 
Art Director Julie Coleman said the 
girls mee( one and a halfhours a week to 
· practice at the Loch Haven Park Neigh-
borhood Center. 
In addition to cultural dancing, the 
AASU proVided exotic foods such as fried 
· bananas as well as American dishes such 
as beans and rice, greens, fish, grits and 
a variety of desserts. 
I..ocal vendors also displayed their vari-
ous works of arL Isabel Wilson, a 70-year-
old dollmaker,_ displayed various Afiican 
and Haitian dolls."My dolls are the repre-
sentation of people who were in bondage," 
she said 
Former UCF student.Robin Stanley dis-
-played his photographs and drawings, 
-1m ltr:ild to (111cll 
2 for 1 Draft Mon - Fri -. 
11731 E. Colonial Dr. 
Orlando. Florida 32817 
. M@bil 
$3200 Phone 
(407) 273-1500 
Reserv. 1-800-874-1156 
Corner of University , 
and Goldenrod 
4009 N. Goldenrod Rd. 
677-7988 
-3 p.m. -7 p.m. Michelob, Lite, Bud, Bud Lite, Bud Dry 
$2.99 Pitchers Sat. & Sun. Night 
282-0505 • We Deliver • Across From UCF 
Next to UC6 Theaters 
10% discount oo any 
general repairs with· this coupon. 
$3495 
Reg. 3995 
$3695 
Reg. 3995 
Air Conditioning Special 
·Service System 
·Check for leaks 
·Up to 21/2 lb. of Freon 
Ex ires November 30, 1992 
·$20oFF0 •: 2 Any\ Large Pizza LARGE 1 TOPPING:. PIZZAS 
NOTVAilDWilHOIBEROFPERS FOR $12.99 
Good Only In 
T'swville & Orlando 
I ' NOT v AUD Wint OTIIER OFFERS 
K~~ ~ I . K~ ~ 
_e_sY- ~.: r.='.:'~ e~p~Y- ~ 
---------------,---------------$! ~ Any Calzone : 2 · Spaghetti Dinners 
__ NOTVAilDWilHOTiil!RoPFERS I For $8.49 
CCl ~ I NOT Br w:mr OTIIER OFFERS ,.~'.:'~ Ke~p~!Y- ~. : ,.~'.:'~~ Ke~!!Y- ~ ~. 
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Hitt maps pl~s to elevate higher education to a top priority, improve international and community ties 
Newly inaugurated President John Hitt shakes th' hand of Student Body Presi-
dent Jason Dibona. Others wait to greet Hitt. co.HoogFuruRE> 
HITT 
FROM PAGE 1 
Orlando's great university," Hitt 
said 
.Jnhis presidential address, Hitt 
outlined his goals for UCF in the 
year2000. 
Hitt want.$ tA>: 
• proyideintemationalfocus tA> Management. Services served as · 
curricula and researcl:i programs. · the s~owcase luncheon sponsor of 
• become more inclusive and the inauguration ceremony. 
c:liverse in various program. The adminstration spent 
• be America's leading part. $48,600 on the Campus Show-
nership university. ·case, less than what was spent on 
• offer the best undergraduate 
education available in Florida. 
• achieve international promi-
nenee in key programs of gradu-
ate study and research. 
Hitt considers , partnerships, Former President Stephen. J. 
especially with Central Florida Altman's inauguration .. Mariott 
businesses, his key goal. He sees sponsored $3,000 in food and 
the role ofUCFin the community $6,000 in vending machines. The 
asstrongandmutuallybeneficial. state funded $20,000 and local 
BamettBankciCentralFlorida corporations sponsored $23,000. 
served as the overall sponsor of Barnett Bank donated $10,000· 
the inauguration and Marriott for the event. 
Jorge Felix, senior, ~nd Ragne Ristvedt, freshman, 
work the tabl'e for the International Students AssQ-
ciation during the Showcase: co.HoogJFuruRE> 
PERFECTION CLEANING 
10022 CHESTNUT DRIVE 
ORLANDOz. FL 32826 
407-6·19-3583 
Attention!// •Holiday Season Special• 
Perfection Cleaning. Janitorial Services! 
It's offering service at very low prices. 
More than 10 years experience. 
RESIDENTIAL and COMMERCIAL. 
Start the new year with your office, house 
and business looking good and smelling fragrant. 
Professional Service Guarapteed 
FREE ESTIMATES. CALL TODAY 679-3583 
MALDOON'S 
511 E. Horatio Aveo -Maitland 
One Block East of 17~92 
Pool Tables, Pinball, Darts, 
GoOO Food, 1Vs 
TUESDAY FRI, SAT BIG 
25¢ DRAFIS LIVE SCREEN 
9-12 . BANDS I FOOTBAll 
SPECIALS 
HOURS 
MON - SAT 11 A.M. - 2 A.M. 
SUNDAY 1 P.M. - 2 A.M~ 
MALDOON'S 
(407) 740-8898 
. Arbour Village Apartn1ents 
Arbour Village ... ~ature's Beauty Surrounds You. 
The freshness of country living with the convenience of 
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a 
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just · 
walking distance to UCF. 
• 2 laundry facilities • Oversized walk-in closets 
• 2 swimming pools • Small pets accepted .: 
• Professional management • Volleyball/ 2 tennis courts 
•Exercise Room •Sauna 
FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE 
11600 MacKay Boulevard • Orlando, Florida 32826 
. ( 407) 282-7333 
SPEND A YEAR IN JAPAN!!! 
' 
(Coordinator for International Relations) 
*AET 
(Assistant English Teacher) 
APPLICATION QUALIFICATIONS: 
I . Have excellent knowledge and usage 
of English. 
2. Have a desire to live in Japan 
3, Hold U-8. citizenship 
4. Hold or obtain at least a 
Bachelor's degree 
by July 20, 1993 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, 
CONTACT JMMF,DJA TELY: 
Consulate General of Japan 
JET Program 
80 S.W. 8th Street Suite 3200 
Miami, FL 33130 I (305) 530-9090 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE NOW!! 
APARTMENTS 
FROM PAGE 1 
UCF is moving toward their 
long term goals," Meyer said. 
"It's a wonderful plan." 
The apartments, set to be 
complete in May 1994, will be 
designed for single upper level 
undergraduate and graduate 
students. 
"We will prefer to have fresh-
men in the traditional halls 
because we will have different 
programs for them. After the 
first year, they will be eligible 
to move into the apartments," 
Meyer said. 
The apartments will not be 
· available for single parents or 
married students. 
One apartment per build-
. ing will be designated for dis-
abled students. Housing plans 
to build apartments designated 
for typical and disabled stu-
dents and resident assistants. 
Seeing eye dogs will be per-
mitted for blind students as 
well those in wheelchair. 
Each bwlding provides for 
four apartments on a floor and 
three floors to a building. 
~e apartments include a 
kitchen, living room, four bed-
room~ and two bathrooms. 
Housing anticipates the 
1994 cost tO be $1,400 a semes-
ter compared to the anticipated 
$1,100 a semester for the tra-
ditional dorms. 
"Unlike the dorms, contracts 
will be for two semesters and 
the apartments will probably 
be open for Christmas holi-
days," Hartzler said. 
Housing has been working 
·on a plan for the apartments 
since 1989 when President 
Steve Altman came to UCF. 
I 
The Central Florida Future 
Protest fizzles, but 
administration gets 
m~age anyway 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank those students who participated in the protest of the "bike ban'; proposal 
Friday morning - all seven of them. 
Actually, though we would have preferred to 
have seen several hundred of you out there, we 
believe ·the administration has gotten our mes-
sage_loud and clear: that whether they want to ban 
bicycles or nose~blowrng, the students of this 
university deserve to be notified so they may 
participate in the decision. 
Last week the issue of the ban and our ''Hitt-ler" 
parody garnered no small amount of media atten-
tion. We were not the ·ones who initiated the 
coverage by local television stations, newspaper 
(the story actually went out on The Associated 
Pr~ss wire service) and radio stations; but wefeel 
the overall result was productive, if not positive. 
The president of this un iversi.tY was forced to 
address the issue, and as a result, he has publicly 
stated he has "reservations" about the ban. We 
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can only hope that his reservations translate into 
abanof.thebancomeJanuary. Repent: the· comets' are com1nd 
At the very least, any future discussions will ·. . · . . ~--....~ 
involve very open discourse and will include as . 
much student input as possible. · I certainly hope by 2126 we won't still have the need to 
keep these weapons lying around. On the other hand, 
The parody was an extreme move on our part; it makes one heck of an argument to keep them. But if 
we have already admitted that, but we believed aflawedHubbleTelescopeandotherblunderoussatel-
when we ran it as we believe now, that precluding Remember in Korea lite systems malfunctions are any indication of our 
student participation in an issue of such . great when they pre- abilities, then sending countless nuclear weapons to 
impact - like the banning of bicycles on even a · dictedtheendofthe wanderthesolarsystemcouldprovedisastrous.Bythe 
portion of our campus ~is wrong. . worldanditfailedtooccur? time we're finished, the comet most assuredly will 
We were never frying to say Dr. Hitt was a Well, now we have a new either hit the earth or plunge into the moon. 
parallel to the fiend who orchestrated 12 million one: August 14, 2126. Re- Another suggestion is "placing a nuclear reactor on 
deaths during World War II . Wewere not, ·as one member this date, for the the comet's surface" that would act like some kind of 
administrator put it, attempting to show t.hat Hitt end of existence is rapidly defroster that would destroy it. I can see the space 
approachl'ng shuttle delivering it on the comet, assuming they can 
was quietly consolidating power .. The president · Swift-Tuttle, that get the mechanical arin to work properly. Perhaps 
of a !Jniversity does not need to consolidate power; enormous comet from outer astronauts could perform a· space-waJk around the 
power comes with the job. What we did was space, is goingto pay a visit comet's tail, thus avoiding the arm altogether. 
use an image, obscene to some but powBrful to· and some.say might destroy the world. Ironically, this Asteroids or comets admittedly could be .a potential · 
aU, to get across a message. , factmademelaughafterreadingtheNewYorkTimes' danger,especiallywhenwe've.seenwhat'shappenedto 
Dr. Hitt has stated he was not aware of the ban. article "SCIENTISTS PONDER SAVING PLANET the moon. This comet instead is becoming a 134-year 
We accept his word. We are not trying to foster or · FROM EARTH-BOUND COMET." .old soap opera. . 
perpetuate animosity between.the administration The comet has a "1 in 10,000 chance of hitting People ·areactuallyexcitedattheprospectofdooms-
and the student body, nor are we trying to do so earth ... which would create a global pall of dust that day because itdoesn'taffec.t them, but still allows them 
between Dr. Hitt and this publication. · would block sunlight, destroy the climate and possibly to play with numbers and test their concepts. Anyone 
We realize that with the current state of ed uca- end civilization." First of all, these odds are almost as hoping to solve this problem using conventional means 
far fetched as the executive and legislative branch is being unrealistic. Certainly there's nothing wrong 
tion i_n Florida and· the ~ation, we all stand .to workingproductivelytogether.Secondly,thisdinosaur withsuchanendeavor,outsidethefactthatthefederal 
weather the ~torm bette.r 1fwe all stand to~et~er. death allusion may become reality, but it fails to governmentisfundingthisresearch.Andfiguringout 
But stand tn g together means com mu nicattn g · explain the sense of urgency in the scientific· commu- where the government's money comes from is far more 
together, too. We have admitted we could have nity. For "Federal and private scientists are now qui- elusive than any scientific hypothesis·! can think of. 
done a better job communicating with Dr. Hitt, but etly working computers,. faxes and telephone lines, Eventhoughnoonethat'salivenowisindanger, will 
we think he could have and must do a better job calculating how, when and where a nudge or two from · theworldbeworthsavingEµIyway? After all, everyday 
communicating with the student body and ensur- a rtuclear weapon or a futuristic reactor might div~rt is doomsday in the inner city. With rampaged crime, 
ing his staff does likewise, Swi~-!,uttle from a doomsday course." drug abuse and violence, I can't even imagine saving 
· · Ridiculous mankind from a coin et when we can't even save us from · If there is any apo. l.ogy due to Dr. Hitt, i.t is int.he . . · . r 1 . · _ fact that he became, in our ~yes, the manifestation This kind of behavio ends credence to the stereo ourselves. Thegovernmentdoeshavelegitimateprojects 
typical scientist in a science fiction .movie that's gone that aid in areas such as medicine and .electi:onlcs, ·but 
of one more example of a process which affects bad: someone who plays with numbers all day in order using funds for this comet thing is laughable. Invari-
student lives without eJther consulting or consid- to save the world. The problem with this approach is ablyhelpingourselvestosolvetheproblemsoftodayis 
ering them. that scientists honestly believe they can help solve a the only way we can be prepared to face the spiraling 
No part of this university can function efficiently threat from the future using the means of the present. comets of tomorrow. 
without the cooperation of the .other parts. We To illustrate this point, two main solutions to this -Yes, the world is safe for the time being, depending 
stand ready to cooperate with Dr. Hitt, but we will . problem using available methoqs were discussed: 1. onthewayyoulookatit.Theonlyrationalthinglwould / 
never stand idle as the students of this great Nuclear weapons and 2. Nuclear reactnrs. suggest to our government is to ~nd a distress signal 
institution are pushed around. One scientist believes a nuclear explosion of 100 to those aliens we've been trying to contact. fm sure 
Never. million tons would be necessary if the comet is diverted they would dispatch the comet for us. 
near Saturn; 1 billion tons, if done 15 days before it hit._ After all, I'm sure we'd do no less for them. 
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The seventies:. A decade beneath· contempt 
Bill Cushing 
WHAT'S NEXT? 
' T he decade from hell 
That trite suffix 
statement, " ... from 
hell," seems to have been a 
custom-made appellation 
for the seventies, a decade 
which has, oflate, become a 
very popular one for some 
unknown reason. 
Now, granted, retro 
movements tend to run in 
cycles of two decades. It was 
during the seventies, in fact, that the fifties began 
making a comeback in the form of oldies clubs, oldies 
stations and late-night oldies Ronco revivals. 
There are, probably two reasons for this. The first is 
that those who were teens during those· years are now 
entering the power of maturity and commercial ven-
tures see the capitalistic adv~tages of dredging up 
past horrors. The second reason that 20 years pass 
Why not 
before an era resurfaces is that the teenagers/young 
adults of the time of the resurrection might like to reach 
back to their birth-roots as it were and examine the 
fads, fashions and faux pas of the decade of their 
beginnings. 
As one who was there let me first tell the youth of 
today: forget it; the decade wasn't worth it. 
For those who enjoyed the hustle, polyester and 
disco music in their teens who are now tripping down 
memory lane, the only thing I can say is that it wasn't 
worth living through then and it damn sure isn't worth 
reliving now. 
Didn't those people who lived back then remem-
ber how banal, silly and useless that decade was? Of 
course, what else· can you expect from a generation 
whose drug of choice was the ·infamous Quaalude 
(affectionately and properly known as "stumble bis-
cuits"). 
The only memorable moments of the seventies were 
at the very beginning (which makes those things basi-
cally an outgrowth of the sixties) or those things which 
crune at the very end and acted as prelude to the early 
eighties. 
Otherwise, the bulk of the seventies comprised of 
Ml KE? 
:C'M" A 
BREAST 
MAN) MOM! 
' .... ,... 
essentially wasted time. 
Want an example? In 1978, the Grammy award for 
best new group went to Taste of Honey ("Oogie Oogie 
Boogie") when musical acts such as Elvis Costello, Joe 
Jackson and Meatloaf came out (not that I'm a big fan 
of Meatloaf, bu the had more impact and staying power · 
than Taste ofHoney) and the best album oftheyear was 
the soundtrack to "Saturday Night Fever" (quite possi-
bly the best argument of oil price hikes ever) even 
though Steely Dan came out with" Aja" the same year. 
Yet somehow someone has decided that these years 
are worth commemorating. Bell bottoms and platform 
shoes (never particularly appealing to begin with) are 
·making fashion comebacks, there is a continually run 
ning live show·that consists of Brady Bunch episodes 
recreated on stage, retro parties are being held and 
.now, instead of Ronco, we now have the Seventies 
Preseryation Society hawking over two hours of disco 
music on television. 
Seventies Preservation Society? What we need is 
a Seventies Demolition Society. That's what we re-
ally need. · -
After all, as one wise mari once said, the seventies were 
-in the end-nothingmoi'e than a boil on the ass of time. 
j 
........................................................ Yiiiiiillllil .................................................................................... ,
Feeling bored? Try cooking up a baseball 
· · old-fashioned wind-up phonograph they hardly ever used. 
Dave Barry 
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES 
T ODAY'SSCARYTOPIC FORPARENTS IS: \\inat Your Children Do When You're Not Home. · I have.here a letter from Buffalo, N.Y., working 
mom Judy Price, concerning her 14-year-old son, David, 
"who should certainly know better, because the school 
keeps telling me he is a genius, but I have not seen signs of 
' i1 this in our normal, everyday life." 
Judy states that one day when she came home from 
work, David met her outside and said: "Hi Mom. Are you 
going in?'(This is a bad sign, parents.) Judy says she 
considered replying, ·"No, I thought r djust stay here in 
the car all night and pwl away for work in the morning." 
That actually would have been a wise idea. Instead1 
she went inside, where she found a large black circle · 
burned into the middle of her kitchen counter. 
"DAVID~" she screamed. "WHAT WERE You· 
COOl{ING?" . 
The soft, timid reply came back:" A basebaJ.l." 
"A baseball," Judy writes. "Of course. What else could it 
be? How could I forget to tell my clrildren never to cook a 
baseball? It's my fault, really." 
It tumsoutthataccordingtoDavid'sbestfriend'scousin 
- and if you can't believe HIM, who CAN you be~eve?­
you can hit a baseball three times as far if you really heat 
it up first. So David did this, and naturally he put the red-
hot pan down directly onto the counter top, probably 
because there was no rare antique furniture available. 
For the record: David claims that the heated ooseball 
did, in fact, go farther. But this does NOT mean that you 
youngreadersshould trythisfoolishanddangerousexperi-
rnent at home. Use a friend's home. 
No, seriously, you young people should never heat a 
baseball without proper adult supervision, just as you 
should never-and I say this from personal experienoo-
attempt ro make a rumba box. 
A rumba box is an obscure musical instrument tl\at 
consists of a wooden box with metal strips attached to it in 
C 1992 Tr1bUne Media 5ervlces. tnc. 
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such a way that when you plunk them, the box resonates 
with a pleasant, rhythmic sound. The only time I ever saw 
a rumba box was in 1964, when a friend of. my parents 
named Walter Karl played one atagatheringatour house, 
and it sounded great. Mr. Karl explained that the metal 
strips were actually pieces of the spring from an old-
fashioned wind-up phonograph. This gave my best friend, 
Lanny Watts, an idea. 
Lanny was always having ideas. For example, one day 
he got tired of walking ro the end ofhis driveway to get the 
mai~ so he had theideaofbangingthe mailboxfrom a rope-
and-pulley system strung up the driveway to his porch, 
where he hooked it up to a washing-machine motor. When 
the mailman cmne, Lanny simply plugged in the motor, 
and whoosh, the mailbox fell down. The amount of time 
Lanny spent unsuccessfully trying to get this labor-saving 
devioo to work was equivalent to approximately5,000trips 
to get the actual mail, but that is the price cl convenienoo. 
So anyway, when Lanny hearo Mr. Karl explain the 
rumba box, he realized two things: L His paren~ had an 
2. They both worked out of the home. 
So Lanny and I decided romake our own rumba box. Our 
plan, as I recall it, was tntake the phonograph apart, snip off 
a bit of the spring, then put the phonograph _back t.ogether, 
and nobody would be the wiser. 'This plan worked perfectly 
until we removed the metal box that held the phonograph · 
spring; this box turned out robe very hard ro open. 
"Why would. they make it so strong?" we asked 
ourselves.Finally, recalling the lessons we had learned 
about mechanical advantage in high school physics class; 
we decided to hit the box with a sledge han1mer. · 
Do you remember the climactic scene in the movie 
"Raiders of the IAstArk," when the Nazis open up the ark 
of the Covenant, and out surges a terrifying horde of evil 
fury and the Nazis' heads melt like choc0late bunnies in a 
microwave? Well, that's similar to what happened when 
Lanny sledge-hammered the spring box. It turns out that 
the reason the box is so strong is that there is a really 
powerful, tightly wound, extremely irritable spring in 
there, and when you let it out, itjustgoes berserk, writhing 
and snarling and thrashing violently all over the room, 
i:;eekingto gain revenge on all the people who have cranked 
it over the years. 
Lanny and I fled the room until the spring calmed down. 
When we returned, we found phonograph parts spread all 
over the room, mixed in with approximately 2.4 miles of 
· spring. We realized we'd have t.o modify our Project Goal 
slightly, from making a rumba box to being in an entirely 
new continent when Lanny's mom got home. 
Actually, Mrs. Watts went(airlyeasyon us,justasJudy 
Prioo seems t.o have been good-humored about her son's 
h~ting the baseball. Moms are usually pretty good that 
way. 
But sometimes· I wonder. You know how guys are 
always complainingthat they used to have a baseball-card 
collection that would be worth a fortune today if they still 
had it, but their moms threw it out? And the guys always 
say, "Mom just didn't know any better," 
Well, I wonder if the moms knew exactly what they 
were doing. 
Getting even. · 
I 
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GREEk CORNER 
PHI THETA KAPPA 
There will be a.Phi Theta Kappa meet-
ing on Tuesday, December 1 at 6:00. It 
will be in room 215 in the Health and 
Physics Building. For details call Bob 
Snow 823-2231 or Todd Petrie 
382-5933. 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
Oops--we left a JA at campoutl Oh 
well, we11 get'em next year. Thanks to 
all who helped Rock The Arrow! We.• 
ya Il84ll Have a great Thanksgiving. 
TBMT BBC and see ya! 
KAPPA DELTA 
Hey ladies-congrats to the new 
council! 1993-the best of KAI Good 
luck everyone with finals. Study hard · 
pledges-soon you will understand the 
true meaning of Kappa Delta. We love 
. U all very much! Everyone have a 
wonderful Thanksgiving weekend. 
Emerald Ball-Dec. 5! Get psyched and 
pick your lucky man now! 
Homecoming wrrAE-1993-KA we R 
going to win all! 
PHI GAMMA DELTA 
Happy Turkey Day! fiiji pledges are #1. · 
Keep up the good work! Finals are 
coming-keep those grades up! #2 last 
spring-#1 this fall! F1J1 always wanna 
be 1. 
Pl SIGMA EPSILON 
Hey Pi Sigs-Southeast Regionals was . 
great! 18 members went to Georgia 
Southern. Everyone did a wonderful 
job representing M-UCFI Nationals 
1993 is coming up! Get psyched-it is 
going to be an experience of a .lifetime! 
PSE is what you make it-you can gain 
experience-time management-
confidence-communication-skills-jobs-
contacts-PSE is #1-join us! 
Alpha Phi Omega 
AA meeting Wednesdays noon-1pm. Bedrm fm kit fac $215 m 1/3util frst mo 
Student Center Room 211. dep UCF eme/stu Fairways.Shirley 5842 
or 2816533 aft 2 no smoke M/F. 
ROOMMATES 
Marketfng Major (SR) needs M/F 
roommate for Spring semester. Move 
in Dec. 9-22. Must be quiet, neat, and 
responsible. Own room. Own full bath. 
Microwace, W/D, cable. Call 380-2278 
Iv message $237.50/mo. utilities and 
phone extra. 
FINS needed asap! Own bed & bath 
located in Winter Park (Sun Key). 
Jacuzzi, stairmaster, raquetball, etc. 
$280+ 1 /2 util. Receive Dec. rent free! 
Call anytime 671-5084. 
Fem. needed to share 212, w/d, part 
furn. $250+1/2 util. "Call Nat677-4821. 
M/F wanted to share 3Bdm w/d 2pools 
jacuzzi, raquetball. $236/month 1/3 utl. 
Call Debbie or Elyse 671-8274. 
M/F NS needed to share furnished 3Bd 
2 112Ba, 2mi. from UCF. Pool & tennis 
courts. $235/mo. + 1/3 utils. 282-8291. 
-N/S for quiet 312 house 10 min. from 
UCF. W/D, d/w, alarm, cable. $210/mo. 
+ 1/3 util. 380-3673 leave message. 
Female Christian roomate for house 
near eampus. $225 & 1/3 utilities. Call 
365-2940. Available 12115/92. 
Female to share townhouse in 
Chancellors Row w/d pool tennis $300/ 
mo. 1/2 utilities. Call Kara 380-7531. 
3BR/2Bath apt. Univ./Gldnrd $300 a 
month incl. everything. _Call Lauren 
679-3264. 
FOR RENT 
2i2 apt. 1 mile from UCF. Wash/dry, 
dishwasher, fans. $430. 365-7532. 
2br 2ba duplex across from UCF $460 
. plus dep. 275-5238. 
FOR SALE 
Hunters Reserve condo for sale 2Bdr 
28th-washer/dryer. $56900 366-8511. 
COMPUTERS: 
New 386-$695 & up or 486-$830 
Complete Autocad System: · 
386/40DX (Co-Pro)-$1250 
or 486/33DX-$1595 
Upgrades/repairs/trade-ins 
an.d used systems 407-869-8894. 
Queen waveless waterbed (inc. heater 
sheets mattress pad) $250; Kenwood 
cassette car stereo· $125; Technics 
portable CD player $75 Pam 366-1068. 
Car stereo and speaker Blau Punckt/ 
JVC e~cellent $150 Call 277-9999. 
Afghan boy puppies. Exotic, cute & 
gentle. AKC reg. & shots. 16 wks old 
needs loving owner with fenced yard. 
$200 call 877-9755. 
Super single waterbed-new mattress, 
new heater and siderails $150/obo 
fullsize office desk w/right return 
includes chair $150/obo. 275-1071. 
AUTOS 
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Drivers Singers Dancers M/F 
Parties/Package Deliveries 
Balloons & Bears 872-7004. 
PIT mothers helper.wanted for.my 
three children. Nonsmoker, energitic 
and own transportation. Call 862-4093. 
International Employment-make 
$2000+/month teaching English 
abroad. Japan & Taiwan. Many 
provide room & board & other benefits! 
For employment program call: 
(206)632-1146ext. J5418. 
Great Holiday Job Opportunity 
Going home for the holidays? Need a 
fun part-time job? The Honey Baked 
Ham Co. is in search of seasonal help 
to fill our sales counter and production 
positions. We have stores located in 
the following markets Orlando, Tampa, 
St. Pete, Sarasota, Melbourne and 
other major cities throughout the 
southeast. Please check the white 
pages or information for the store 
nearest your home. 
Part time waitresses wanted 
Wage plus tip · 
come by between 1 :30pm and 5:00pm 
or call 277-7665 
Class Break Billiard$ 
WANTED 
Toy trains: Marx, American Flyer, 
Lionel, or ? Prof. Hartman 823-2317. 
SEl,IVICES 
I 
Wordprocessing $3.00 per sheet. 
Conveniently located in Alafaya 
Woods Apt Please call Susan 
366-5256. 
The Write Type 382-8679 
When you wantit typed right! 
No hassle tenn papers & resumes! 
***382-6789***Best Rateslll*** 
Fax to us or pickup/delivery avail. 
24 hr. turnaround, satisfaction 
guaranteed! WordP&rt~t 5. 1 
Mirskys Bookkeeping & 
Office Management Systems 
The Word Processors. Quality work at 
reasonable rates. Call 366-0454 or 
384-6071 . . 
Word Processing. Near UCF. 
366-0556 
LOST& FOUND 
Lost beeper #260-4487 $25 reward 
Call 876-5070. 
TUTORS 
ACCOUNTING TUTOR 
All levels: 
Beginning, intermediate, graduate 
CPA/former college instructor 
Very experienced 
Call Loretta at 256-1140. 
LSAT GRE GMAT prep (407) 740-0003. 
OTHER 
Congratulations to our new neophytes. 
We knew you could do it. Free Apanment 'Finding Service 
Apartment Locator Specialist, Inc. . 
657-8282 3300 University Suite 246 
1991 Mercury.Capri convt. 5spd 
30,000 miles, $9500 obo 876-5070. 
$cholarships available. Most students 
qualify. Results guaranteed. Free 
financial aid packet: Limit8d # of 
student jobs. 623-9782 (VIPUCF) 
Jim McCollum if you found my beeper ~ 
please return it. I have reported it lost, 
Congratulations to the newly initiated 
members of the Order of Omega: 
Jennifer Bernstein, Matthew Bonin, 
Dan Clark, Mark Dogoli, Kimberly 
Lippincott, Chris Marlin, Thomas Masi, 
·Dan Sandlin, Jennifer Sonnenfeld, 
Stephanie Sugannan, Steven Walden, 
Karen Weise, and Jeannie Viggiano. 
Also, congratulations to the following 
people: Consuela Henderson, Carolee 
Mitchell, and Jacqualine Mumaw, . 
Order of Omega is a national honor 
and leadership society for sorority and 
fraternity members of the greek. 
system across the country. They are 
chosen based on scholarship, 
fraternity/sorority involvement, IFC/ 
Panhellenic involvement, community 
service, honors and awards. The 
persons listed above are among the 
top leaders on campus. We are proud 
that you represent UCF's greek · 
system. 
*Sherwood Forest* 
312 and 212 Available for Immediate 
Occupancy Call DMV Properties Inc. 
657-1967 
2 BR 2 BA townhouse for rent walking 
distance to campus . . Available Now. 
$450 David 249-2865. 
large 212 w/private balcony or patio, 
large kitchen, walking distance to UCF. 
Please ask about our move~in-special 
282-5657. 
2 bedroom, 2 bath duplex, fireplace, 
washer & dryer hookups, Winter Park 
area $495, deposit $495, 12 mo. lease. 
Call Dr. Fuller 657-2698, 823-55n 
HELP WANTED 
RPS needs pit package handlers f~m 
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715. 
Part time help wanted quadrapalegic 
needs help with exercise program. Call 
John at 679-5002. 
Student Government is hiring Election 
Commissioners for student service. 
Must be committed and fair. See Brian 
Hanshuh in SG or call 823-2191 . 
Deacline December 1. 
Guaranteed scholarships, financial aid, 
stud. loans! Scholarships Unlimited 
4524 Cuny Ford Rd. STE296 Orl. Fl 
32812 (407) 382-0789 .. 
TYPISTS 
WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 
Student documents and resumes. 
I 
I 
I 
so it can never be turned back on 
except by me. Please · call Teresa 
876-5070 or Susan at Sunpage 
658-7976 $25 reward. 
LONELY•'S 
Edgar Jaime A. 
Despues de casi tres anos, todavia le 
tango en mi mente. Espero nos padre· 
mos olvidar del pasado y dar esto un 
segundo chance. Rebecca H. 
PERSONALS 
Attractive masculine bi male student 
seeks same. A regular good looking guy 
who likes the beach, to workout, party 
CLUB INFO 4 bedroom 2 bath home 2 car garage door opener, eat-in-kitchen, over 1600 
sq. ft., sprinkler, comer lot, and more. 
$800/mo. call Hector 623-7588 leave 
message. 
Image Financial Network, LTD. 
Modivated students who have and dp 
work in sales, your day is here. Call for 
information.on the sale of 1$ silver 
eagle coins. 407-348-2190. 
Same day service available. IBM/AT, 
WordPerfect 5.0 
IBM letter quality/laser printing. 
or just hang out, and woufd never 
answer a personal ad. No fems. P. 0. 
Box 574426, Orlando, Fl 32857-4426. < 
SWAT 
Congratulations new exec. members 
we're looking forward to a productive 
Spring '93. Don't miss our last meeting 
& the Christmas Party on Dec. 2 & 4. 
Have a great Thanksgiving. 
·2 bedrooms 2 bathrooms at 12008 
Alafaya Woods Ct good and affordable 
monthly rent please call 695-0548 or 
380-9245. 
Need a responsible, energitic person 
to sell hammocks & wind chimes in a 
comfortable atmoshphere. Will train. 
Flexible hours. Cail 629-9434. 
Fast*Professional*Accurate 
KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 678-6735 
Five years typing for UCF students. Call 
Nancy 7 40-5592. 
Attractive white male grad student 145#, 
30, 5'11" seeks same for friendship. I 
am easy going and enjoy biking, 
canoeing, dancing, fun. Write P. 0. Box 
5463, Winter Park FL 32793-5463. 
Ml1N ·1 CL,AS-SIF'IED FO:.R.Mi 
0 75" per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty 
0 •1 fill per line: Non-students & businesses 
0 Boldface and underline extra (double line rate) 
Cost per issue: $ -------
Number of issues:._.... _____ _ 
PREPAYMENT ONLY-No Refunds TOTAL COST: $ -----
Insertion dates:------------------------------------~ 
0 GREEK CORNER 
0 AUTOS 
0 LOST & FOUND 
0 PERSONALS 
0 FOR SALE 
Cl TYPISTS 
a LONELY•'s 
0 SERVICES 
a · OTHER 
a FOR RENT 
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 
0 TUTORS 
Cl ROOMMATES 
Cl WANTED 
0 CLUB INFO 
0 HELPWANTE 
a ·cAR POOL 
One letter or punctuation mark per space, leaving one space between each word. 
1..__...._....__.__.__.__.__.._ ____________________ __.__.__.._..__.._.. ________ ..._.~ .......... ._._..__..__...__..l 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
Name and address: ---------
Phone: ( ) ----------
< 
• 
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STUD.ENT 
LEGAL SERVICES 
. ¢~fu ~ 
,_, j.Q 
PROBLEMS WITH? 
•LANDLORDS 
•INSURANCE 
•CONTRACTS. 
•POLICE 
~':.:-J 
NEED? 
•A WILL 
•NAME CHANGE 
•UNCONTESTED 
DISSOLUTION 
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDF.s STIJDENTS WITII 
ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH AS LAND-
LORD{I'ENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL, TRAFFIC & 
UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED STUDENTS CAN 
RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF 
CHARGE. 
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT: 
CALL 823·2538 OR STOP BY SCllO, 
MONDAY ·FRIDAY 8AM-SPM 
Funded by Activity and ServicG Fees through the 
Student Government Association 
UCFTeam · 
Dentist 
UCF 
Good 
Knight 
Offer 
$25.00 Exam 
With X-ROys 
(4 Bitewing 0274) 
(Initial Exam 0110) 
With Valid Student l.D. 
Expires 12/31 /92 
Corner of 50 and Alafaya 
282-2101 
• The patient and any olhcr prncn IClp<Oilie for payment hu a right lo 1duc to pay. wx:cl payment, or be rcimblllCdfor 
payment for any olla ocrvicc enmination, or lrc&lmc:nl w!Kh ia pcrl'ormcd u a rcalllt cl and wilhin 72 boun cl iapon~ to 
!he odvatixmcnt for a hoe 1C?Yia:0 examination or bealmc:nl. 
A p M E N T S 
One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom 
apartments in East Orlando. 
$299 moves you in! 
Limited Time Only! 
( 407) 365-8388 
•Windows in Every Kitchen 
• Screened Patio 
• 3 Swimming Pools 
•Tennis 
• Racquetball 
•Sand Volleyball 
• Basketball · 
•'Free Basic Cable Service 
•Washer/ Dryer Available 
•Shuttle Buses Available 
Froin University Boulevard, 
head north on Alafaya Trail 
to Alafaya Woods B~mlevard. 
Turn right and we are just 
ahead on the left. 
• Alafaya Woods lvd 
University Blvd 
Community Bio-Resources, Inc. 
: · ~ • · , ~. . Until Robots ~· 1") . i~¥~:'~'.~J~~ · . ~~~:ep~=~in ' 
· .~ ~ ® · · always be needed. 
. ~· : 
. •....:.. ' . . 
, - DID YOU KNOW? 
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES. · 
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS: 
• Patients in shock 
• Bleeding Disorders 
•.Provide intravenous fluids 
for bUllls, surgery, or 
treatments of illness 
• Protect against infectioQ 
• Accident victims 
• Provide clotting factors 
for hemophiliacs _ 
• New research on life· 
threatening diseases 
"We would like to compensate you for your 
time when givµig the gift of life" 
BRING rHis AD AND REcE1vE $10 BoNUs , / 
_. FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION / / . 
Call for information and/ or appointment 
1122 W. Church St. Orlando, Fl. 32805 
(407) 841-2151 
BOWLING UKE YOU'VE NEVER SEEN BEFORE! 
----~ 6 
OVIEDO BOWl,TNG CEN'TER. INC. 
o 24 Regulation Lanes 
o Full SeIVice Snack Bar 
-Pizza, Subs, Salads 
-Burgers and Fries 
Cooked with AIR! 
NO GREASE! NO FRYING 
o Full Liquor Bar 
t 
N 
UCF Oviedo 
Bowling 
Center 
376 E. Broadway Street. Oviedo 
(407) 366-5000 
o Get Some Friends Together 
, and Join One of Our Leagues 
or Form Your Own! 
o Free Babysitting Services 
· During League Bowling 
o Game Room, Billiards; Pro Shop 
r----------------, I Get Acquainted With I 
I ~ I 
·1 ~- U I 
Hours I I 
su-Th I OVIEDO BOWLING CENTER. INC. I 
8 A.M. -12 MID. 
F-:-Sa I Coupon Good For I 
SA.M.- 2 A.M. I 2 FREE GAMES* I 
· I I 
I Expires 12-13-92 I I • 1 coupon per person per visit I 
L · •Not good with any other discounts .J 
----------------
B-BALL 
. FROM PAGE 12 
~arly op, foul trouble and no 
ticeable fatigue tipped the bal-
ance in favor of UCF in the 
second half. The Ukranians 
lost to Florida International 
University, 65-53, on Tuesday 
night before playing UCF and 
also suffered a 24 point defeat 
at the University of Miami. 
Dmitri Snejko hit an out-
standing 6 out of8 ofhis three 
point trys to keep the game 
close for most of the. second 
half. As a team, the Ukranians 
~de a respectable 9 of22 (41 
percent) of their trys. Ray 
Carter sank the lone three 
. pointer for UCF. 
The Running Knights play 
their final preseason scrim-
mage against Gainesville AAU · 
at 7:30p.m. in the UCF Arena. 
Admission is free to students 
with a validated ID card. 
1st half 2nd half 
Total 
UCF 36 57 
93 
Ukraine 37 46 
83 
Attendance: 312 
Points leader: UCF Phillips 23, 
Uk. Snejko 31;Rebounds: UCF 
Davis 7, Uk. Shalkiev 6; As-
sists: UCF Davis 7, Uk. · 
Shalkiev 6. 
Hey·Lady 
Knights! 
Any lady inter-
ested in helping 
form anew 
wom·en's rugby 
club at UCF 
should call 
Jenny or Savan-
nah at the Cen-
tral Florida Fu-
ture at 823-6397. 
No experience is 
necessary, just a 
desire to play 
hard and have 
·fun! 
i 
! 
·i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I [ 
t 
t 
! 
l 
! 
t 
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Intramural· football ends 
season with tough games 
by Scott Glnchereau 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Intramural football and volleyball con-
cluded for the fall semester with a series of 
exciting championship games. 
Another action-packed season of intra-
mural football came tn an end Wednesday. 
Lamlxla Chi Alpha team II defeated the 
Young Guns in a battle that featured tnugh 
defense. In the other men's game, Air As-
sault capped off a tremendous season with 
a victory over Sigma Alpha Epsilon. 
cruised t.o a well deserved championship. 
Meanwhile, intramural volleyball also 
wrapped up for the semester. · 
IndivisionAaction,POW defeatedSjgma 
Alpha Epsilon in two sets. The Sigma Chi 
Pledges came back to defeat Sigma Alpha . 
Epsilon II in a division B match. 
Locals Only earned the co-ed champion-
ship with a straight set victory over the 
Banshees. Finally, FCAadded to its rham-
pionship totals with a victory overthe Loon-
ies in the women's final. 
As .. another intramural football season comes to an end, FCA 
emerges as champions in the women"s d~vision. <o.Hoog1FuruRE> 
ChmI}.pionship action was not confined 
tn the men's -leagues, as the women also 
concluded their season .. In the women's 
final, ZI'A squared off against ~A De-
fense was the name of the game, as FCA 
Intramuralaction willheatuptheSpring 
semester with a full slate of recreational 
leagues. The sign up deadline for socrer is 
today, with league action beginning on 
Monday, Nov. 30. For more information, 
call 823-240R 
PLAYER 
FROM PAGE 12 
corded 13 tackles and one pass 
break-up against the Bulldogs 
Saturday. Hamilton is another 
player who has oft.en been con-
sidered for player-of-the-week 
accolades. · 
On the season, Hamilton re-
corded xxx tackles and had x 
interceptions. He has x. games 
of ten plus tackles. Hamilto_n is · 
a lock to gam postseason All-
American honors. Hamilton is · 
also considered a high to mid-
round draft pick in next year's 
National Football League draft. 
. ' , ,· 
.. 
. . . 
FOOTBALL 
FROM PAGE 12 
clock 
McDowell correctly predicted 
the game would be decided by 
the intangible statistics. The 
Knights gave up two turnovers, 
one on a fumble on the opening 
play of the game, and also were 
penalized eight times for 86 
yards. The · Bulldogs received 
three flags for 30 yards. 
The player that damaged the 
Knights chances the most wa.s 
running back Tank Edwards1 
who ran for 146 yards on 27 
carries. Samford's Wiggins 
didn't help ~he Knights much 
either with.his 16 of29 comple-
tions for 200 yards, two passing 
touchdowns and a 1-yard rush-
ing t.ouchdown. 
"Edwards was the one who 
really hurt us," McDowell said. 1 
"And so did Wiggins. He is a 
much better passer than he is 
given credit for." 
Marshall led all receivers, 
with eight receptions for 115 
yards including two touch-
downs. 
David Rhodes and Mike 
Dickinson contributed five and 
four catchesfor 69 and 32 yards, 
respectively. 
"Maybe I ~as wrong for not 
trying to mash [run] it out," 
McDowell said. "I discussed it 
with offensive coordinator 
Mike Kruszek and maybe I was 
wrong for passing the ball as 
much." , 
Overall, UCF had a below 
average passing performance. 
Hinshaw and back-up Mike 
Jordan combined on 15 of 33 
passes for 166 yards and one 
interception. 
.·.i <MfiF 
. '. . . 
It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe. 
You have one night. 
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few 
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites Before the 
dreaded astronomy exam. VIVARIN' On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So 
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp. j 
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar 
system raster, too. Revi~ with VIVARIN: I 
for fast pk;/\ up-sale as coffee 
rse onh 2S dittcted Conwns c:iffeine equi"alent of two cups of coffee Q 199l SmithXlin• Becch211l 
" 
• 
• 
• 
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Football: does.it·make the grade at UCF? 
•• • • "'"' ""' "' • '''"" "• '""""' • -"" .. '' "' • 'W'° .. • ~"""' " 
by Glenn Carrasquillo 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
With the end of the UCF 
football season, I would like tO 
reflect on what the Knights 
have and have not accom-
plished on the field. 
The team fell short of its 
pre-season aspirations ·of 
postseason play in recording a · 
season ranking fourth in the 
nation in total offense with 
4 7S.8 yards per game. They en-
tered the game against the 
Samford Bulldogs ranked first. 
GRADEA . . 
UCF ranked fifth in the na-
tion in passing. That fell froni 
third before facing the Bull-
dogs. · 
GRADEB+ 
6-4 record. However, UCF was The Knights were fifth in 
more competitive in its third scoringwith 40.0 points per 
full year as.~embers of NCAA 
Division I-AA. 
Some people seem to feel 
the season was a disaster. How- · 
ever, aml.d the disappointment· 
gi;\me. 
GRADEB+ 
UCF was ranked 40th in 
~shing. 
GRADEC-
there were some bright spots. The Knights were ranked 
The following is a position by 22nd in defending against the 
position review and an overall pass. 
evaluation grade. . GRADEC 
The Knights finished the Against the run the Knights 
were 70th. 
GRADED-
Individually, I will start 
with sophomore quarterback 
Darin Hinshaw. Hinshaw 
ranked ninth in total offense 
and 19th in passing efficierfcy. 
It is common for quarterbacks 
to receive too much blame as 
well as credit for a teams proc 
ductivity. Hinshaw has had 
some periods of ID.effectiveness, 
but has matured and looked 
brilliant at times. He admit-
tedly may receive too much 
bl~me for not carrying UCF to 
the playoffs. 
GRADEC+ 
Gerod Davis had a very su,c-
cessful year running the ball 
· as a freshman tailback. He 
rushed for over 1,000 yards, a 
fir.st for a UCFfreshman. Davis 
did however suffer from 
fumble-itis. Senior fullback 
Ron Thow did the dirty work 
in the backfield. 
GRADEB+ 
The offensive line was a solid 
bunch this year who opened 
the holes for Davis and did an 
adequate job of protecting-
Hinshaw. UCF ·a1so is slowly 
re discovering that the tight 
end is an eligible receiver. 
GRADEB 
The receiving core did a fine 
job, but did drop some perfect 
passes this season . .Senior Bret 
Coop~r emerged as the go to ·· 
guy when he caught a UCF 
record 14 touchdowns this sea-
son. Senior Mike Dickinson 
bounced back from an injury 
and proved he is the steady 
handed over-achiever he has 
been for years. Sophomore 
·David Rhodes is the receiver 9f 
the future. He has shown he 
can come 'up with the ball in 
traffic and then gain yardage. 
GRADEB 
standouts this year. Sopho-
more Brian Crutcher had to 
move from offense to defense 
at the start of the year and 
managed a team high five 
interceptions.The defensive 
backs are the last line. of de-
fense against the run and the 
Knights allowed some long 
runs for touchdowns this year. 
GRADEC 
Defensively, the' Knights Special teams excelled for 
dealt with some high-powered the Kriights. Senior kicker 
_attacks. Unfortunately, some Franco Grilla establ~shed a 
of these teams showed game · NCAAI-AArecordforconsecu-
of the year performances tive point after touchdowns 
againstUCF.Libertydefeated with 112. Sophomore punter 
UCF 31-28 and Western Ken- Mike Nelson hada gr~atyear, 
tucky had an offensive exp lo- averaging 3 9 .4 yards per punt. 
sion, outscoring the Knights Sophomore Mark Whittemore 
50-36. The other two losses (20- ended ranked 12th in kick-off 
16 to Troy ~tate and 20-13 to returns. 
Samford) saw the Knights fail GRADE A 
to reach their usual offensive It is admittedly easy to sec- · 
output. ond guess a coach from behind 
The defensive line played a computer but that is my job. 
well throughout the season but Coach Gene McDowell s~d he 
it was part of the reason for maybe should have run the 
UCF's poor ranking against ball more instead of passing 
the run. Junior David Nelson against the Samford Bulldogs 
led the line with five sacks. and that may have been 
GRADE B- correct.UCF had established 
The linebackers were led by the run, . but didn't tum in its 
senior Rick H~milton who set usual passing performance. · 
the UCF all-time tackle record GRADE C 
with 466. UCF's ranking ''We are not interested in 
against the run lowered this making any excuses," head 
grade from B-. coach Gene McDowell said. 
GRADE C+ "Having a winning season is 
The defensive secondary not necessarily havingthe win:.. 
may have been soft with no ning edge." 
· ·Magic win two, lose one, 
stay on top of Atlantic 
·Trace Trylko. 
MAGIC MANEUVERS 
Despite shrugging off comments that 
.Saturday nig}J.t's matchup with the 
New York Knicks was a big game, the 
Orlando Magic players knew this was 
an early season test for bragging rights 
in the Atlantic Division. And although 
the Magic were thrashed by New York 
92-77, Orlando still maintains a half-
game lead over the Knicks. 
The hyped Shaquille O'N ea] versus 
Patrick Ewing battle materialized, but 
never rea1ly played a significant part 
of this game. O'NeaJ dumped in 18 
points, added 17 rebounds .and three 
blocked shots to his season totals, but 
could not help the Magic overcome a 
22-point deficit. 
Yes, the Magic 
did come as close 
as four points to 
the lead, but it 
was never really 
that close. Or-
lando turned the 
ball over 18 
times and hit 
only 29 of70field 
goals. 
Scott Skiles 
and Dennis Scott 
hit only two of 15 
shots from the three-point,range and 
· the Magic reserves scored only four 
points. To put that into proper per-
spective, the Knicks scored 38 points 
off the bench. 
A consistent scoring standout for 
the Magic this season has been Nick 
Anderson. Anderson led the Magic with 
27 points against the Knicks. Ander-
son ranks in the National Basketball 
Association's top 10 scoring leaders 
along-with Orlando's starting center 
O'Neal. 
A key person in a pre-season trade 
came back to haunt the Magic. New 
Y9rk's backup power forward Charles · 
Smith had 26 points. Smith was ob-
tained by New York from the Los Ange-
les Clippers in the three-team Stanley 
\ 
Roberts trade. Roberts is currently a 
member of the Clippers' organization. 
In spite of the weekend setback, the· 
Magic stayed in first place after a 2-1 
week. Orlando is 5-3 overall. The 
Knicks are 5-4. 
Sandwiched in between road games 
was a thumping of the Golden State 
Warriors 126-i02 at home Thursday 
night. The victory over the struggling 
Pacific Division Warriors came a night 
after a 120-110 pasting of Philadelphia 
on the road. 
TheMagicareholdingitsown on the 
road, posting a 2-2 record. Last season, 
the Magic dropped 33 of 41 games 
away from the friendly confines of the 
While Shaquille O'Neal has gotten most of the media atte~tion, Nick 
Anderson has been qui~~ leading the team in points. {OeHoQ9'FuruREl 
Orlando Arena. However, those eight .tendency to win on the road and to not 
victories set a team road record. playwell when you return home. We're 
The victories still learning to play as a team." 
over Philadelphia Anderson again led the _Magic in 
and Golden State scoring with 30 points. Dennis Scott 
were the result of and O'N eal followed close behind with 
good team efforts. 25 and 29 points, respectively, in the 
Orlando closed a defeat of the Warriors. 
first half gap with The Magic's next game is at home on 
GoldenStatetotwo Wednesday versus the Houston Rock-
points at the inter- · ets. Tip off is at 7:30 p.m. 
mission. Tickets are still available for the 
Golden State. Rockets only Orlando visit this season. 
never knew what Houston is tied with the Utah Jazz for 
hit it in the third the top spot in the Midwest Division. 
quarter as the Orlandotravelstolndianaforapost-
Magic lit up the Thanksgiving game with the Pacers 
Arena scoreboard for 40 points. The Friday.lndianatrailstheChicagoBulls 
Magic never looked back and coasted by three games in the Central Divi-
to an easy victory, spoiling Golden sion. 
State's only Central Florida appear- The Magic will return home Satur-
ance for the season. day night to face Cleveland. Game 
"We came out and looked like we time is 7:30 p.m. The Cavaliers have 
were running in mud," said head coach been inconsistent this season and are 
Matt Guokas. "Sometimes there is a in fifth place in the Central Division. 
. _.....; 
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Basketball wins 
by Mike Hasselbeck 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
"I thought we played very 
hard and aggressive,'r said 
Dean after the game, "but we 
- Sinua Phillips scored 23 were sloppy at times and made 
points, over half of those on a lot of turnovers. We've only 
free throws, and four other had 12 days of practice, and 
Running Knights scored in from an execution standpoint 
double figures en route to a we've got a long way to go." 
93-83 victory over the The Ukranians lived up to 
Ukranian National Team in a their pre-game billing, play-
preseason scrimmage at the ing with a brazen aggression 
UCF Arena ~~~~~~~~ that kept UCF 
W e d n e s d a y busy at the foul 
" ... we "ve go.t a night. line all night. The 
Point guard Jong way to Knights made 48 
Phillips' perfor- go.,, trips to the char-
mance drew rave ity stripe, just two 
reviews from short of the 
head coach Joe • Joe Dean . school's all-time 
Dean: "I thought . HEAD COACH single game 
Sinua played record, and con-
outasigh t to- , nected on 32 for a 
night. He gave great leader- 67 percent average. Phillips 
ship on the floor. He's really a was the primary recipient of 
winner." the Ukranian punishment, 
In addition to Phillips, for- earning21 free throw attempts 
wards Darryl Davis,. Victor as compensation. After miss-
Saxton and freshman James ing seven of 11, he sank nine of 
Harper all shot exceptionally .his last 10. The Ukranians 
well from the ·field. In their racked up foul after foul in the 
anxiously awaited debut as early going, putting UCF in 
Running Knights, newcomers . the two-shot bonus midway 
Saxton, Harper and James through the first half. Start- . 
Walker made their presence ing center Victor Savchenko 
known under the basket. They already had four fouls by that 
were collectively responsible point, and many of his teamL· 
for 60 percent of the UCF re- mates were also in serious foul · 
bounds. Harper had a game- trouble by halftime. Savchenko 
high nine boards. fouled out o( the contest after 
Dean rotated his charges in playing only 16 minutes. 
and out of the game with the Although the Ukranians ap-
swiftness of a hockey coach, peared to dominate inside play 
evaluating the effectiveness of 
various player combinations. · B-BALL continued page 9 
The Running ·Knights stunn9d the Ukranian National Team, 93-83, in the pre-season 
opener. UCF:_ has another pre-:season game tonight at 7:30 in the arena. (DeHoog1FuTuREJ -
Knights miss. play-offs, finish season 6-4 
by Glenn Carrasquillo 
STAFF REPORTER 
The UCF Knights' slim playoffhopes were dashed in 
a 20-13 defeat by the Samford Bulldogs Saturday 
afternoon in Birmingham, Alabaina. -
The Knights (6-4) needed to beat the ninth-ranked 
Bulldogs (9-2) to be considered by the NCAA Division 
I-AA playoff committee. However, Samford's victory 
assured the Bulldogs of a spot in the 16-team postseason 
field . . 
"It's frustrating, but we lost to a great football team," 
said UCF head coach Gene McDowell. "They certainly 
deserve to be in the playoffs." 
The Knights were led once again by the running of 
freshman Gerod Davis. Davis turned in his seventh 
100-yardgame,gaining 120ofUCF's 343 total yards on 
21 carries. He scored UCF's only touchdown when he 
dove in from the 2, knotting the score at 7 in the second 
quarter. . 
"The offensive line did a hell of a job all game," Davis 
said. "I felt like I could have scored three or four 
touchcjowns with the way they were blocking, but 
unfortunately that didn't happen." 
· Davis, Hamilton shine in 
Samford game and season 
by Jason Lesko 
STAFF REPORTER 
The UCF running game didn't lose a step aft.er pre-
season All-American Willie English was hurt during the 
first .game against Gardner-Webb. Gerod Davis, a true 
freshman out ofOrlando'sEdgewater High School stepped 
.in and led the Fighting Knights ground game. 
Davis earned player-of-the-week honors for the first game of the season and in the 20-13 loss to Samford 
Saturday afternoon. 
In addition, when the player-of-the-week awards 
were being decided each week Davis' name was fre-
quently mentioned. 
Throughout the season he has been the most consis-
tent offensive player. 
Against Samford, Davis rushed for 120 yards on 21 
carries and scored the only UCF touchdown. He scored 
.on a 2-yard run. with 9:50 remaining in the second 
quarter. 
For the season, Davis rushed for xxxx yards and 
scored xx touchdowns. He also reco~dx 100-yardgames. 
Next season, the Fighting Knights running game 
will be bolstered by both Davis and English. Last 
season, English rushed for 1,338 and scored 13 touch-
downs. 
, 
Senior kicker Franco Grilla chipped in two field 
goals to round out UCF's scoring. His 37-yarderin the 
third quarter moved UCF within four, but Samford's 
quarterback Ben Wiggins answered with a 21-yard 
touchdown.pass to Darryl Marshall, putting the Bull-
dogs ahead 20-10. Grilla added a 46-yard boot with 2:23 
left to play, but Samford was then able !;a run out the 
Darin Hinshaw lead the Fighting Knights 
FOOTBALL continued page 1 o to a disappointing 5 .. 4 season. c0eHoog1FuTuREJ 
Preseason All-American linebacker Rick Hamilton < 
stood out on defense throughout the season. He re-
PLAYER continued page 10 
MAGIC UPDATE P. 9 
Bring a classic sound to a 1Wild' place 
"Strummin' In Your Lap?" 
Yes kids, The Cages, a hot new acoustic duo 
paid a short but sweet uisit to UCF, Friday after-
noon. It is a shame that only a small number of 
students took aduantage of this free concert, 
presented ~y The Central Florida Future and 
_ Student 6ouernment. But hell, at UCF that's a 
giuen. 
The Cages played jpst over an hour of inspira-
tional music,·off their debut ·album, Hometown. 
Clayton Cages and Aven make up 
The Cages who were recently 
sgned byCapitol Records. The 
duo's album "Hometcmn" 
is unnke anything being 
pressed by the record 
industry. This· album 
does not sound averty 
processed or pro-
duced; it has a ra.N 
_ natural sound, which 
is becoming the 
trade-mark of this 
phenomenal new 
twosome. 
The story behind 
The Cages and their 
revolUtionary promo-
tionaltour, "Strummin' 
In Your Lap," is also un-
usual. The duo met in At-
lanta, GA, wheretheyboth 
rived in the same apartment 
compiex. They ·quic~ became 
aware of each other's musical goals, 
develq'.)00 a friendsh~ and· formed The 
Cages. Unlike most other gro11ps, The Gages had no desire to 
build a local foHCM'ing. Instead, after performing a ~ gigs in 
Atlanta, they decided to go for broke. They went to New York · 
to try and land a record deal. They were well received and, that 
is exactly what hawened. Almost instantaneously the duo was 
flooded with offers, after weighing their options the two decided 
to sign with Capitol Records, who agreed to grant them total 
creative freedom. · · 
Soon after, the two maved to Ma6bu Calf., they built a small 
recording studio. It was here in this stuc:f'IO that The Cages laid · 
dcmn the tracks to their first album "Hometcmn." -
After the release ·, The Cages embarked on an ambitious 
concert tour called "Strummin' In You~·" This tour is strictly 
for promotion, The Cages' Wdnted the build a national follcming 
by pt'Qviding the pubric with a free taste of the duo's muse. 
Hence, the reason the duo came to UCF. 
After the concert, I had a chance to speakbrieflywith the duo 
about this unusual tour promoting their album "Hometown." 
The follo'Ning are several excerpts from that intervieW- ' 
How long have you guys been conducting this 
"Strummin' In Your lap" tour'? , 
Clayton: The tour started Sept. 7, After we were 
out for about ten days. we went back to California 
and did the Tonight ShON on Sept. 23. After that, 
wewentbackouton a second leg of the tour, which 
will end Dec. 10 in Dallas. 
HON would }UJ descrbe your muse, what style is 
it? 
Clayton: Classic Form, As in classical music you 
have different fonns, and you write c:f'ifferent pieces 
out ef those different forms. We do Americana or 
. rock/folk. 
What type of foRcming has The Cages attracted? 
Aven: Mostly Zombies. · 
Clayton: Zombies and Old Women. 
Aven: Old Women CThat used to be stri~rsJ 
Clayton: Since it is a classe presentati6n, with just simple 
singing and playing, it attracts a certain percentage of each age 
group. It sort of transcends age. 
Aven: It's something that poople lay dONn and tisten to .. . vve 
were stoned when we recorded most of it. 
Whose idea was the ·strummin' In Your~" tour'? 
Clayton: Thetitlewas mine. theideaofplayingthefreeshcms 
was ours, ax! the 0ea of usilg the 1-800 nun:terto give people 
access to the free shows was Capit<?' Records. We came up to 
them with the concept 9f doing free concerts, and they came 
up with the idea. -
Why are your concerts Free? 
. Clayton: When }UJ 1re a new band, }UJ have a lc:m profile. 
People aren't going to come and see you at first, at least not until 
they have some idea of what you do. This is a wey of just making _ 
people aware that The Cages are here and this is what we do. 
Aven: Capitol is sponsoring this tour, so it's not 6ke we don't 
have any money or anything. We receive a bit of per diem, and 
so we can go and play places for free. It allcms us to continue to 
do what we've always done. 
Clayton: Before, we.were just having fun, riding around and 
plc¥ng unanoounced, but1VNweareoutpromoting. ~ .actually, 
there's only two of us, and it makes it a lot easier than if you 
have five or six band members, where there's a lot more 
personatities to deal with. , 
Aven: Clayton has four personalities anyMJy, so it 
really evens things out. · 
HON long have you guYs kn()Ml each other'? 
Clayton: In this trfetime, three and a half 
years. 
Do }UJ_ think you knew each other in a previous life? 
Clayton: I'm not sure; I kind of get the feeling 
that}UJ kindof, uh, wheneveryouhaveastrong union 
with someone it has something to do with a Kharmic 
response, you kncNV. 
On thetouristhere a set numberof concerts thatyou hav.e 
plan to do? 
Clayton: NO. We.started out doing as many as we could, and 
then we realized tha! as many as we could was a lot less than we 
were doing, so nON we're doing a free concert in each city fOr 
the press, lV and radio. We were overdoing it at first, but we try 
to do a free sha.v in each city as part of this free concert series. 
Are you guys going to hit every state? 
Clayton: NO. We're hitting 20 states and 50 cities. 
Aven: But eventually we want to hit them all. 
What's the most unusual p~e you guys have played? 
Clayton: I think the first gr~ Cathoric school class. A guy 
called us on the radio and said he had been trying our 1-800 
number, and he hadn't gotten through to us. He called us on the 
radio while we were doing an interview, and he as~ed us if we 
would come around the comer and play for his little girls Cathoric 
school class. He came aver and met us at the station, and we 
rodeoverto the school, a11d played forthe rittle kids. Sister Eileen ° 
WdS writ- ing "The Cages n on the board, .. dial MTV," " 1-800 
dial MTV for The Cages." ' 
Do the kids Rke you? 
Clayton: I think as well 
as theywereable to respooo· 
to something 119Wthatthey 
had neverseen. lthinkso 
yeah. I think your under-
standing of music at that 
age is umited. 
Aven: I think 
it's higher than you 
think I think that that's 
one thing about the 
universal language of 
music~hildren un-
derstand it. I think they 
really understand our 
music pretty well. 
What Wds the largest audi· 
ence you have played for? 
Aven: l'dsaytheWeght 
Watchers .. . · 
Clayton: The T onght Show; 15 
milron.A1dl~inperson,prchcbly2000atthe 
Kiss Festival in Boston 
Have you guys played any benefits on the tour'? 
Clayton: A half dozen. We~ for a group of people who 
were protesting a new medical waste disposal dump. They da 
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Kats spill guts ·on expl1oring 
W hen I learned that the Dead Milkmen w~re coming to Orlando, I decided that somehow I was going to interview them. I harassed my 
editor sufficiently until he set up a phone interview for me. 
Alas, I got sick and missed it, but I did catch up with them before the sound 
check !=}t their concert Nov. 11 at Barberella. · 
The first thing I wanted to ask you about was your new 
album, Soul Rotation. How do you feel it is different from your 
past ones? 
Fairweather: I think it sounds better. 
Hovercraft: It sucks less! We were thinking of using that as our marketing 
campaign. 
Fairweather.: We had enough time to write songs for it. We were able to 
do with the songs what we wanted to do. 
Hovercraft: Except for this harpsichord 
thing, it sounds pretty much the way I 
wanted it. 
In a lot of the reviews rve 
read, it seems that people are 
taking it more seriously than 
your previous albums. What 
do you thi~IJ of that? 
Fairweather.: It's fun that 
we' re being taken.seriouslyfor a 
change. It feels good. It's a nice 
change. . 
So what prompted the 
inclusion of a horn section 
· on some of the songs? 
Hovercraft: Well, this is what 
· happened, where the horn section 
cometh froni: when we were writing 
the songs, he [Butterfly Fairweather] 
It's the way they create elements in a cyclotron, they speed up two elements 
and smash them together and have a new element that lasts like a tenth of 
a second. 
Well, enough about music for a second. I read that you guys 
Hke to explore European sewers and things like that. What do 
you find intriguing about them? 
Fairweather: Servers? 
Hovercraft: Sewers! 
Fail'Weather: Oh. European servers ... 
Hovercraft: European sewers? Oh, the sewers of Paragon are great. It's 
the Ergo, and it's only open on Tuesday and Thursday, and if it rains a lot you 
can't go see them. It's fascinating. It's disgusting! But it's informative. That's 
another ad campaign we had: it's disgusting, but it's informative! 
. I know your not the biggest fans of MTV, especially after 
that Julie Brown inci- dent (where they handcuffed them-
selves to an unsuspecting Downtown Julie 
Brown, rousing her and the 
network's ire). What do you · 
dislike about MTV? 
Hovercraft: I don't like the guy 
that hosts 120 minutes. 120 min-
utes used to be this really great 
show, years ago, and they used 
to have all these great Ameri-
can bands on, poople we 
knevv on, and now it's like 
always a hyperized English 
hair-farmer band. It's ruined. 
I can't watch it. It used to be 
fantastic, but now it's so bad, . 
it's painful to watch. 
said-this is the type of thing that -J!;iiEllmri~~--~:;:::;:=:;;;111ll 
I was using that's wrong, I've got · /,,. 
Let me ask you 
about your song writ-
ing. Most .of your 
songs are, well ... un-
usual is a good word. 
to learn notto think this way-he 
had this guitar riff, that was like this punk riff ... 
Fairweather: It was Mighty white. 
Hovercraft: So he's doing this Mighty White funk.riff, and so I go and load 
some horns into my sampler, and I started playing the horns. So when the 
song comes around, T~ [producer Ted Niceleyl says 'Hey. since there's 
horns on this, you should have horns on the record.' So we said 'Ye_ah, sure, 
fine.' So I said 'Find really good horns,' so we decided to get the Uptown 
·Homs, because you can't find any horns bettertha·n that. So that's where 
. the horns came from. But, the way I'm thinking now is, since I have this funk 
rift, I shouldn't have used horns, which is what anyone else would have 
thought of. I should have loaded in a like a rockin' ;nstrument of some sort. 
Fairweather: Yeah, everyone uses horns. _ 
Hovercraft: Everyone uses horns, I know. I wasn 'tthinking at the time. But 
it worked out okay. The next album we'll have all these contradi~ting things. 
We're smashing things together on the next album to make new elements. 
How did songs like "Methodist Coloring. Book" come about? 
Hovercraft: That one came because the Catholic church burnt me! I sent 
away for "Little Earnesto's Catholic Colori~g Book~ -$3.75 of my own 
hard earned cash - because they advertised it on channel 75, the all- · 
Catholic channel. It said 'It's fun to explore your Catholic faith with little 
Earnesto,' so I'm like Coooool! so I sent away for it, but they never sent it 
to me! But I couldn't call it [the song] "Catholic Coloring Book", A. because 
it's syllables are bad, but also because three quarters of the band is Catholic 
and I ain't one of them. 
Fairweather: I'm not Catholic. 
· H9vercraft:. You were raised Catholic. weren't you? You're a 
techno-Catholic. 
Fair-Weather: I never went to church. 
Hovercraft: But you're Italian! 
Fairweather: That doesn't mean I'm a Catholic. 
Clean: Neither of my parents are ( 
Hovercraft: That's the fun thinlj 
the religious medals, and they look 
protect 'you because they know you 
you'll make that big conversion . .SO I 
been baptized as, and they looked i 
Methodist.' 
So what's the one thing~ 
' the Dead Milkmen? 
Fairweather: What's the one thi 
Clean: That we're not really ci:azy a 
music out there. 
Fairweather: Uhh ... that two of us 
three of us are in our thirties. One of w 
within the next nine months. 
Well, that's really about ~ 1 
roommate made me ask. Sha' 
She wanted to know if any~ 
Fairweather: Are murdered?! 
Hovercraft: Many her? Is she Irish! 
No. 
Hovercraft: My roommate, well, the 
-he's a roadie, he and I have been 
discussion about maniage. H sa 
marriage thr~ times in three days. n 
was a bad thing. And I said no, I thinko i~ 
Ther~' s a train coming down the trac , 
of the train, so I can jump out of'the 
Fairweather: Who does shewantt 
i don't think there's a spec 
one of you. 
Hovercraft: Well, one of us 
is married already, so she 
can't marry him. unless 
it's in Utah. 
Fairweather: But 
at least she's not 
discriminating. 
That's ni~e. though, 
that she would ask. 
Hovercraft: 
That's odd, 
sewers and life 
~ Catholic, either. 
ut not being Catholic. You can buy 
ool. The saints go out of their way to 
're not Catholic and they're hoping 
I h&J to ask my parents what I had 
~ it up and said 'Oh, son, you're a 
pei>ple know the least about 
~g people know the least? 
y abo
1
ut any of that punk 
:; are in our thirties. No 
; us will be in his thirties 
~ 
,. The last thing my 
' a girl, by the way. 
, u ould marry her. 
3 ? 
he guy I room with 
n having this big 
1id I snentioned 
And he said this 
)fit as like a train. 
~k. a d I'm aware 
?way. 
to many? 
though.Technically, that's the fourth or fifth proposal I've.gotten in the last 
couple of weeks. Well, actually, now I'm going to start marrying women in 
pagan ceremonies, stuff that's not legal, stuff I can't get held to, but it's just 
fun to get manied. I married this woman in a pagan ceremony in Minneapo-
lis, and it was very enjoyable. 
Fairweather: They can't hold you to anything. 
Hovercraft: Yeah. Because later on. people will go 'How many 
times have you been married in your life?' and I'll go 'Like a 
hundred and eighty.· 
~ 
~ 
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not feel that they need the site because there.were four 
plants aready il the state that were working at 50 percent 
capacity. We did another benefit for the homeless in 
Detroit, and there are three orfourothers, but I'd have to 
sit daM1 and wrack my brarl to say where. 
Does the song "Too Tired" off your album "HometOMl" 
have any special signifi::ance to you guys? 
Clayton: Yes. It was our life very much at the 
time We were writing it. Being broke in 
Atlanta, we couldn't go out_ until 3 
o'clock in the morning, not until 
the oors were closed. At 3 
o'clock we would go out, 
because you could get in 
free, and we just felt it 
was our job to go out 
every morning and 
have some fun, and 
one night we just de-
termined that we 
were too tired, too 
stoned and too stu-
pidto leave the house. 
But we did aflY'NClf. · 
Where did y<?tJ play in M.-
lanta? 
Aven: We played a lot in 
P"iedmont Park 
Clayton: We got really good re-
sponse to practicing in the park, so we 
thought we ~ something. 
What's in the future for The Cages? 
ClaYton: I'm sure that between the two of us we have 
the next abum written. We may record it over the summer, 
when we get back from Europe. Basealo/, it's a W'dit and 
see where this tour leads us. 
You guys~ been compared to the Indigo Girts .. . what 
do you think about that? 
Clayton: Ono/ beca.use we-all Rke women .. . It's two 
people; it's acoustic based, and that would be the on~ 
comJXlrison. that would be musealo/ valid. 
Aven: They work with the same kind of forms we do. 
What ctx:>ut Simon and Garfunkle? 
Clayton: That's a flattering comparison. 
Averi: Theywere}Jefinite~part of where our form came 
from'. I'm sure they influenced us some, but we have many 
influences .. . Just about anything good yov coukf name, we 
are influenced by. · 
. What did ;.uu do prior to The Cages? 
Clayton: He went to college. 
Aven: Alabama. 
Clayton: Sok:Jdrugs, molested 
small children ... joking. I had 
a recording studio, and I 
was writing songs. I was 
always working on ap-
plying my perspective 
to the music I was 
working on. 
Has being signed by 
Capitol Records 
changed you or ~ur 
music? 
Clayt6n: Everything 
is always influenced by 
change, but we have cre-
ative control. · I think it was 
easier before, but we have kept 
it in perspective. 
Aven: I don't think being signed has 
went to our heads, or effected us much. BLit we do 
get seated. in Denny's a llttle faster. 
What angers you the most about the music industry? 
Avert That it's most~ bullshit! 
Clayton: Weca.n deal with onepert:ent of the bullshit that 
most bands deal with-we recognize the bullshit. 
. Aven: Things are real phony. It's just kind of weird theW'dy 
everything has gotten so cheesy. 
Clayton: With us, what you see on stage is what we are. 
The audience gets the real thing. 
o cliff vanzandt 
entertainment editor 
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